
Greetings from Mexico. The Quarantine ended in Mexico on May

30th, So we started our village soulwinning and services up again.

The authorities announced a few restrictions a few weeks later

(lockdown again). I decided to travel to the U.S. in June and at

least use our time in a better way. I visited churches and

preached every Sunday in a different church or two. Presenting

my ministry was better than just staying home on lockdown. I

know many people don’t obey the lockdown orders in Mexico

but Covid 19 is now infecting many people. Churches that did

open closed again voluntarily to avoid further infection. Several

pastors have died from Covid. I returned to Mexico a few weeks

later. I came ready to continue our ministry. The authorities are

enforcing the lockdown, they have a light system (red light). So I

am only here for a few weeks and will return to the U.S. where we

can travel, minister and preach to the Spanish churches as well

as go soulwinning perhaps a lot safer. The few days that we did

go to the villages were very good. We took some food “grocery

bags” to them. It was good to see them faithful in our outdoor

Bible Studies. My soulwinning partner “Gerardo” continues to be

faithful in these mission efforts covering for me when I travel

abroad. I am going to turn the village work over to him so that I

can focus on my occasional traveling in the United States. He was

my partner, now I will just be supportive of him when I am

here. We used the time of Quarantine to reflect on our lives and

ministry and give much thought. The  result was a renewed

commitment to tent ministry and evangelism with a greater

vision. Being a missionary is a self employed job. No one will work

for us, we have to work hard to reach goals. I have raised enough

support to live in Mexico $1,800. However, I have determined that

my tent ministry and expenses for large scale revivals require its

own budget. I do not have to do tent meetings, I am aware of the

danger and vanity of our hearts. I have tried to sell the tents in

times of discouragement.
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Dear Supporting churches,



 Tent ministry is a unique tool for both outreach and edifying

churches. I slowed down the tent ministry years ago when the

drug cartels took over some key roads that I travelled in Mexico. I

found safer roads and then had legal issues getting my van into

Mexico (vehicle weight factor). The scripture says in Ecclesiastes

10:9 “money answereth all things”. I will now be doing some

traveling to the U.S. in an attempt to raise the support that I need

for the tent ministry, perhaps $1,000. There are overhead

expenses such as vehicle maintenance, flat tires, Mexico turnpike

tolls, fuel, meeting expenses, I can go on. We enjoy being home in

Mexico. Traveling is not something that appeals to us. The Lord

has shown me that fund raising is part of serving others. I am not

doing a complete furlough like most. I have a home that I rent

and need to come home to occasionally. I will be traveling on

and off, I will come and go perhaps two months on and one

month off. I will continue this until the support is completely

raised. The border is eight hours away and I can do this more

efficiently than other missionaries overseas. The ministry is not a

tent, it is preaching the gospel. A tent, however, is a unique large

scale tool to reach multitudes and help strengthen many

churches.   My first years I was very busy in tent meetings

sponsoring everything. My rent was only $60 a month for a three

bedroom middle class house. Now I pay $550 for house rent. The

test of Character is what it takes to stop you. I will be uploading

videos in my youtube and facebook to keep you posted. 
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Carlos Chacon

Thank you so much for your monthly support. We are a part of 

your church missionary family and are very grateful to be 

partners with you in the ministry.

Missionary Evangelist


